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Setting up a Day Stay Surgery
To process Day Stay operations in Bp VIP.net, you need to set the following configuration items:

Purchase and install DRGrouper software
Set the excess item charge for the practice
Set day stay preferences and private fee accommodation charges
Add insurers as Bp VIP.net organisations and configure the insurer's charging details
Record health fund details for the day stay patient.

It is also good practice to periodically download updates to surgery charges using VIP Live Update, so
that you are billing with themost up-to-date information. See VIP Live Update for more information.

Day Stay is a separately licensed module of Bp VIP.net. To check if this licence has been activated, go to
Help > About > Licence Information. If your installation has been granted a Day Stay licence, the
Access Level column for Daystay will show 'Full'.

Install DRGrouper

Even if your practice does not use the DRG charging method to bill patients, your practicemust
install DRG grouping software for reporting on day stay statistics to government bodes and
insurers.

Bp VIP.net uses DRGrouper software from VISASYS. Contact Best Practice Software Specialist
Products Support on 1300 401 111(AU) or 0800 401 111 (NZ) for instructions on how to purchase
and install this software.

Understanding Day Stay charging

Day stays can be charged in three ways, depending on the contract your hospital has with the
insurer:

DRG — Fees are charged per DRG code. DRG codes are generated from theDischarge Sum-
mary screen based on the operation item codes associated with the stay. There are no theatre
charges, but accommodation will also be charged. Prostheses can be included in the set DRG
fee.
Casebased —Each operation item code will have a casebase fee and a procedure fee. Depend-
ing on the contract:

The case fee is used for the first item, and subsequent items are charged the procedure
fee. Accommodation is not charged.
Each item is charged the procedure fee. Accommodation is charged.

Prostheses can be included in either fee structure.
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Per diem —The patient is charged the daily accumulation of theatre and accommodation
costs. Theatre bands are calculated from item codes and cannot be changed. Each band will
have a set fee.

Note: If the patient prefers to purchase a prosthesis model different to the default prosthesis
included in the DRG and Casebase fee, you can add a prosthesis when generating the invoice.

For all types, accommodation bands are calculated using the anaesthetic type and the theatre time
duration from theDischarge Details screen.

In addition, insurers will also stipulate a percentage of cover for the first operation, and decrease
the cover for subsequent operations in the same day stay episode. Normally, cover will be 100% for
themost expensive operation, but this is contract-dependent.

At invoice generation during discharge, Bp VIP.net will determine the billing method from the
Health Fund Contracts tab of the fund’s Organisation details. If DRG fees are present, Bp
VIP.netwill use DRG billing. If casebased fees are present, Bp VIP.net will use casebased billing. If
only theatre and accommodation costs are present, VIP assumes per diem billing.

Set the Excess chargeable item

The 'Excess' item is charged to customers when they pay their insurance excess before the day stay
surgery.

1. Select Setup > Charges to open the Setup Charges screen.
2. Make sureDefault is selected from the row of page-owners along the bottom.
3. Scroll down the list to see if there is already an item with the code 'EXCESS'. If yes, select the

EXCESS item and clickModify. Otherwise, click New. TheMaintain Item Details screen will
appear.
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4. Set the following fields:
Set User Code to 'EXCESS'.
Set the Base Fee to '0.00'.
Add the Pre-Defined Rule 'Patient Excess'.
Select This item is usually GST Exempt.

5. Click Ok.

Set Daystay Preferences

1. Select Setup > Facility Preferences > Day Stay Preferences. TheDaystay Preferences screen
will appear. If this is the first time you have set up Day Stay, Bp VIP.net will prompt for your
practice's state health department.

The settings in this screen populate theDaystay Episodes screen (Ctrl+F8) with default values
when a newDaystay episode is created.
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2. In the Settings tab, select:
Choose Health Dept to Report—The State Health Department that your practice trans-
mits day stay records to. See Transmit day stay batches on page 18 for more inform-
ation.
Hospital Name—The Bp VIP.net facility used for day stay surgeries.
Daystay Billing Provider— If your hospital brings in an external provider for surgeries,
you must create the provider record in Bp VIP.net and select the provider in this field.
Select which revenue account to default to when charging: the provider in this field, the
assigned surgeon from the operation details, or leave blank.

3. The Admission Defaults tab supplies default values for a patient when admitted. These set-
tings will differ between practices.

4. Browse to the location of the DRG Engine's .bin files, and select theDRG Version of the
installed DRGrouper software from VISASYS you installed in Install DRGrouper on page 3.

5. In theDiagnoses and Procedures tab, the Condition Onset Flag is normally set to 'Condition
not noted as arising during the episode of admitted patient care', but this will depend on your
practice .

6. TheDischarge Defaults tab supplies default values for a patient when discharged. These set-
tings will differ between practices.

7. The Private Health Fund Defaults tab specifies the accommodation band charges for patients
with basic health cover. These charges are set by the Department of Health.

8. Click OK to save day stay preferences.

Set up Health Fund Contracts

All health insurers must be created as an organisation in Bp VIP.net with a role of 'Insurer'.

If an insurer is not part of an umbrella organisation, you must set up the insurer as a Fee scaler,
Subsidiser, and Insurer in Bp VIP.net.

If an insurer is part of a larger umbrella organisation, such as AHSA or BUPA:

1. Create the parent company as an organisation of role 'Fee scaler' and an organisation of type
'Subsidiser'.

2. Create the child insurer as an organisation of role 'Insurer'.
3. Add the parent organisations you created in step 1 as Associated Organisations on the

Details tab for the child insurer.

To set up a health fund contract:

1. Press F2 or select Patient > Select from themenu to open the Search screen.
2. Type in a descriptive name for the Health Insurer in the Search text field. Tick New Organ-

isation. TheOrganisation Details screen will open at theDetails tab with the name you just
typed in theName field, ready to be completed.

3. Select a Role of 'Insurer'. TheHealth Fund Contracts tab will be enabled.
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4. Complete the contact information in theDetails tab and select the Charging Details tab. Set
the following fields:

Untick Generate a single batch...
Under Redirection settings, set the Percentage to '100%' and rounding to 'Up to Nearest
1c'
Set Base calculations on to 'Subsidy'
Invoicing is normally set to 'Print the patient invoice only', because fund payments are
usually processed electronically, but this will depend on your practice.

5. Select theHealth Fund Contracts tab.
6. Set theDRG Version to the latest possible version.
7. The Fund ID is usually set to 'Insured with agreement with hospital', but check the contract.
8. Click Edit. Bp VIP.net will prompt for you to confirm the Charges Effective Date. Click Yes to

continue. The charging band columns will be enabled.

Set up the fees according to the contract with the insurer.

Set up DRG Charging

a. Click Add under theDRG Charges column. A rowwill be added. Enter the DRG Code and the
associated Fee in the cells.

b. If the DRG code includes a prosthesis, click Prosthesis and move the desired prostheses codes
that are included in the contract over to the Selected column in the Prosthesis screen. Click
Ok.

c. Repeat steps a–b for all chargeable DRG codes applicable to the contract. Go to Set up accom-
modation charges (all types) on the next page.
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Set up Casebased charging

a. Click Add under the CaseBase Charges column. A rowwill be added. Enter the item Code and
the associated Casebase Fee and Procedure Fee.

b. If the DRG code includes a prosthesis, click Prosthesis and move the desired prostheses codes
that are included in the contract over to the Selected column in the Prosthesis screen. Click
Ok.

c. Repeat steps a–b for all chargeable casebase fees applicable to the contract.
d. Set theMultiple Casebase Item Contract Type to the type specified by the contract: 'Use case-

based fee for main item and the procedure fee for subsequent items', or 'Use procedure fee
for all items'. Go to Set up accommodation charges (all types) below.

Set up per diem charging

a. Click in a Top Cover column for a band and start typing to enter a fee for that band.
b. Repeat step a for all theatre bands applicable to the contract.

Set up accommodation charges (all types)

9. The Base Cover values default from theDayStay Preferences screen and cannot be changed
here. Click in a Top Cover column for a band and start typing to enter a fee for that band.

10. Set the Procedure Percentages covered by the insurance contract for four or more pro-
cedures.

11. Leave the Rounding Options set to 'To Nearest 1c'.
12. Click OK to save the charging details for the health fund contract.

Add health fund information to a patient

You need to record a patient's health fund details in Patient Details to bill day stays.

1. Load the patient into the information bar and press F3 to open the Patient Details screen.
2. Select the Financials tab on the right.
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Note: If your Bp VIP.net installation does not show the fields in the above example, such
as Health Insurer, Policy Number, Excess, and Copayment, you will need to download a
'Financials' UDF for the Patient Details screen from VIP Live Update.

3. Complete the fields from Health Insurer down from information supplied by the patient.

Tip: The Commenced date must always be less than the date of the day stay oper-
ation, or Bp VIP.net will not process the day stay episode.

4. Click OK to save the patient's health fund details.

Download a Financials UDF from VIP Live Update

1. Select File > Utilities > Live Update. The VIP Live Update screen will appear.
2. Make the following selections:
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Section 1— Select Import.
Section 2— Select Houston Library.
Section 3— Select UDFs.
Section 4— Select Houston FTP.

3. Click Next.
4. Tick /Patients 500 and click OK.
5. Tick the 'Financial' options appropriate for your region and click OK. Bp VIP.net will download

the latest Financial UDFs, which appear as the Financials tab on the Patient Details screen.

Set a patient's preferred language

You can add a field to the UDF assigned to the Patient Details screen to capture the patient's lan-
guage spoken at home. If a day stay episode is created for the patient, the preferred language will
flow through to the Language Usually Spoken at Home field in theDaystay Episodes screen. If this
field is not populated, it will save as empty and may prevent completion of the daystay episode.

1. From themain Bp VIP.net screen, select Setup > User Defined Forms > AUSNumbers. Click
Modify.

Note: If your practice uses a different UDF in Patient Details, select that UDF instead.

2. Click the Preset Field icon (first from the left) to open the Insert Preset Field screen.
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3. Select Patient/Org on the right hand side. Open the Patient category, scroll down, and select
the Language (DS Only) field. Click Insert.

4. Place the field on the AUSNumbers UDF in a suitable position.
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5. Double-click the new field to open theModify Label screen. Change the name of the Label to
something more descriptive, such as 'Language at home' or 'Preferred language'. Click OK.

6. Save the UDF.
7. Press F3 to open the Patient Details for a patient. The new field should be available from the

UDF component of the screen.
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Bill a Day Stay surgery
Billing a day stay surgery differs slightly according to the insurer's contract with the hospital, and
whether the patient will pay an excess and copayment up-front.

If the contract is DRG-based, you must code the diagnosis before an invoice can be generated. If the
contract is casebased or per diem, you can code diagnoses and procedures after the patient has been
billed.

Process a day stay episode

Payment of a Day Stay episode normally occurs in two parts:

the patient pays his or her insurance excess amount, at the time of booking the operation or
before the operation is due.
the remainder of the invoice is normally redirected to the insurer after the operation. If the
patient's insurance does not cover 100% of the remainder, the patient pays any outstanding
amount.
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1. Press Ctrl+F8 or select Patient > Day Stay Episodes from themenu.
2. If the patient has one or more future operations booked, select the operation that applies to

the day stay from the Choose/Create Operation screen.

If the operation has not yet been booked, theDaystay Episodes screen will appear. Click New
to book an operation and return to theDay Stay Episodes screen.

3. The Personal and Admission Details tab will appear, populated with default fields from your
practice's Daystay Preferences and the patient's details.

Each state requires different personal and admission details for a day stay episode. The screen
capture above is an example only.

4. Confirm that the information in the screen is correct for the day stay episode. Change any
fields from the default values if required.

Pay the excess up-front

If the patient has an excess to pay, you can charge the excess from this screen.

a. Click Print P1 to print the left side of the hospital form to complete at this stage.
b. Click Charge Excess. The Consultation screen (F5) will appear, showing:

the Excess chargeable item fee (Excess amount from the patient details)
the patient's health fund as the Insurer.
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Note: If the patient does not have an insurer and excess defined in patient details
(F3), Bp VIP.net will default to paying for the entire operation at this step.

c. Click Pay and process the excess payment as normal. The excess will be recorded in the
patient's transaction history and deducted from the final invoice.

5. Select theDiagnosis and Procedures tab. Codes from theOperation Details screen are carried
over into theMBS procedures list. Themain procedure is always listed first and in bold. To
change themain procedure, select a row and tickMain Procedure.

TheMBS procedures list cannot be edited here, but you can change the operation details
from the appointment book (press Ctrl+D).

If the practice's contract with the insurer is DRG-based, you must complete the coding in this
tab before you can generate a final invoice. Casebased and per diem coding can be completed
after an invoice is generated and paid.

Generate an ICD-10 code

Important: You must generate an ICD-10 code for each day stay for reporting to
your practice's state health department, even if the fee is casebased or per diem.

a. Click Add New next to theDiagnoses list at the top. Search for the diagnosis to add and
the Location if applicable and click OK.
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b. Repeat to add all applicable diagnoses. Use the up and down arrow buttons to order the
list. The primary diagnosis is always first and in bold.

c. Select an MBS procedure and click Convert to ICD-10 next to the ICD-10 Procedures list to
try and map a procedure to an ICD-10 code. If successful, select themapped procedure
from the Select ICD-10 Procedures screen and click OK. The ICD-10 equivalent will be
added to the list.

d. Not all ICD-10 Procedure Codes can be automatically mapped. If an ECD-10 Procedure
Code is not mappable, click Add New next to the ICD-10 Procedures list to search for an
ICD-10 procedure. Select the same Location and click OK to add to the list.

e. When you have completed the ICD-10 procedure code conversion, click Generate DRG.
Bp VIP.net will use the installed DRGrouper software to generate the DRG codes applic-
able to the day stay episode and populate theDRG dropdown.

f. Select theDRG code to apply and enter the Symptom Awareness Date.
6. Confirm that theMBS procedure and any listed prosthesis is correct, and that the Location

matches.
7. Click Indicators. The ACHS Indicators screen will appear.

8. Work through the indicators applicable to the day stay episode and operation type. If you
miss any mandatory indicators, Bp VIP.net will alert you ofmissing items when you generate
the invoice. Click Closewhen finished.

9. Select theDischarge Details tab. Many fields will be populated from theDay Stay Preferences
screen. Complete the fields in the screen that apply. Fields marked with an asterisk areman-
datory. Bp VIP.net will calculate the Accommodation Band from the anaesthetic and theatre
time values.
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10. Click one of:
Easyclaim to pay the invoice by Easyclaim (for uninsured Medicare claims).
Link to Existing Transaction. Select this option if your practice has manually charged the
patient for the day stay operation outside of theDaystay Episodes screen, and you need
to link the existing transaction to this day stay episode.
Invoice to generate an invoice.

11. If there are no errors or missing items, Bp VIP.net will ask if the patient has paid an excess.
Click Yes orNo to continue.

12. The Consultation screen will appear with the In-patient, Hospital, and Service Type fields com-
pleted, the chargeable items listed, and the patient's insurer in the Less redirection to field.

The following example shows a redirected day stay episode with an excess of $500.00.

The fees will be generated according to the patient's cover type and the fee schedule defined
in the insurer's Organisation Details. For top cover patients with single operations, usually all
charges will be covered and the total redirected to the patient's health fund.

13. Print or pay the invoice, or tick VIP Easyclaim Authorised and click Easyclaim if paying by IHC
Easyclaim. Invoice and redirected payment will be recorded in the patient's transaction history
(F8) and you will return to the Day Stay Episodes screen.

14. Click the Print button or DVA Form from theDischarge Details tab to print the remainder of
the hospital form.

15. Tick Complete to close and lock the day stay episode. Bp VIP.net will alert the operator if cod-
ing in theDiagnosis and Procedures tab is incomplete.

The episode is nowmarked as 'queued' and can be transmitted in a batch to your practice's report-
ing body.
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Transmit day stay batches

Your practicemust regularly submit day stay records to the governing body selected in the Settings
tab of theDaystay Preferences screen.

1. Select File > Communication > Transmit Day-Stay Episodes. TheDayStay Batches screen will
appear.

2. Click New to open the Create New Transmit File for Daystay Episodes screen.
3. If more than one facility acts as a day stay hospital, change theHospital to transmit batches

from a different hospital.
4. TheGenerate Files for field defaults to the governing body for your practice. Change to

another option to send batches to DVA, for example, or select 'Private Health Funds' to send
to a private health fund specified in the Choose Health Fund field.

5. Select theMonth to Transmit episodes for. Any unsent episodes marked as 'queued' in that
month will be included in the batch.

6. Click OK. Eligible episodes will be displayed on theDayStay Batches screen. Bp VIP.net will
alert if there are incomplete episodes that need to be finalised before a batch can be sent.

7. Click Re-Transmit to create the day stay transmission file.

This process only creates the transmission file. You must email the file to your contact for the selec-
ted state health body or health fund to complete the process.

To re-transmit a corrected episode, include the episode in the batch and click Review.

Amend the excess paid on a day stay billing
The following instructions show how to correct the excess amount paid by a patient, if the patient has
paid the excess in full but the health fund has subsidised a portion of the excess.
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For example, say a patient has paid their excess for a daystay surgery of $300. A daystay invoice for
$1315.00 has been redirected to the patient's health fund. However, the health fund has provided a
cheque for $1445which includes $130 toward the excess. The patient's excess needs to be reduced
from $300 to $170.

Important: You cannot just modify the excess from the Consultation screen. You must
reverse and rebill the episode.

1. Press F8 to open the Transaction screen for the patient.
2. Select the daystay invoice with the excess and click Requote. Bp VIP.net will ask you to confirm

that you want the consultation converted into a quote.

3. Click OK. The Transaction screen will show the credit on hold available.
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4. Select the consultation and click Reverse. Lines related to the original invoice will be removed
from the Transaction screen.

5. Press Ctrl+F8 to open the patient's Daystay episode. Change the Excess amount and click Charge
Excess.

The Consultation screen will open showing the changed 'Excess' item.
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6. Press F6 to open the Payment screen. Tag the daystay consultation and enter the new excess
amount in the Less Credit on Hold field. Click OK to save the new payment.

7. Go back to theDaystay Episodes screen (Ctrl+F8) and select theDischarge Details tab. Click
Invoice to re-invoice the daystay episode. In the Consultation screen, the updated Excess will be
visible.
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8. Click OK. If you view the patient's Transaction screen (F8), the daystay billing will be updated to
show:

The correct excess paid using credit on hold
The daystay episode has been invoiced the correct excess
The correct amount has been redirected to the health fund.

9. In the Transaction screen, select the payment attached to the quote from step 2 (the payment
will be a 'Transferred' type).

10. Click Refund.The Refund screen will open with the credit on hold left over after paying the excess.
Record a descriptive Reason for the refund and click OK.
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11. Refund themoney to the patient.

Amending the excess is complete.
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